How to give from Spain?
If you are a Spanish resident, you may be able to maximize your gift through Fundación Empresa y Sociedad,
a Transnational Giving Europe (TGE) partner by completing the following steps:
According to Fundación Empresa y Sociedad: a donation certificate is usually not demanded by donors for
donations less than €1000. Furthermore, there is a minimum cost of €50 for the donation certificate to be
issued. Therefore, if you do not need a donation certificate, please donate directly on the this webpage by
credit card, or make a bank transfer to the following information:
Beneficiary name:
Beneficiary address:
Bank name and address:
Account number:
IBAN:
BIC:
Reason for payment:
Currency:

IMD Scholarship Foundation
Chemin de Bellerive 23, CH-1001
Lausanne
UBS SA, CH-1002 Lausanne
243-406462.01F
CH28 0024 3243 4064 6201 F
UBSWCHZH80A
Your name and/or organisation
CHF

Thank you very much for your generous contribution and helping to build the future of IMD!

If you would like to receive a donation certificate, please complete the following steps:
1. Please send an email to fabad@empresaysociencia.org indicating:
a. The amount of the donation bearing in mind that €50 will be deducted.
b. The beneficiary entity: IMD Scholarship Foundation
c. Donor identification data:
i. Name or company name
ii. Mailing address
iii. Phone number
iv. E-mail
v. Tax identification (NIF, passport number or CIF)
2. Please attach a copy of your DNI or card with CIF (if it is Spanish) or with the NIE. It is a key document
to process the information to the AEAT about the tax treatment of the donation in Spain. Please note
that steps 1 and 2 must be completed before transferring the gift in step 3.
3. Make the payment by transferring the amount to the following account:
Account holder:
Bank:
Account number:
IBAN:
BIC:
Reason for payment:

Company and Society Foundation (G 81 230 872)
Banco Caminos / Almagro 8/28010 Madrid
0234 0001 0490 3028 5466
ES79 0234 0001 0490 3028 5466
CCOCESMM
“Your full name” Donation to the IMD Scholarship
Foundation
4. After receiving the donation, Fundación Empresa y Sociedad will issue the certificate for the donor,
in accordance with Spanish law.
5. The Company and Society Foundation will transfer said amount to the beneficiary entity, after the
deduction of the minimum cost.
Sometimes it may be necessary to send complementary documentation, in accordance with the Law of
Prevention of Money Laundering.

Thank you very much for your generous contribution and helping to build the future of IMD!

TGE Spain partner contacts:
Paco Abad, fabad@empresaysociedad.org, +34 676 270 816, https://empresaysociedad.org/

